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International English FOX competition
EAGLES
Secondary school, grades 11 & 12. The duration of the competition is 75 minutes.
The answers must reflect the competitors own work and during the competition, no help is allowed.

Good Luck!
3-point questions

1.

Oh, boy, Josh, we're both clever, it's why we've lasted as long as we ..... .
A) are
B) do
C) have

D) did

2.

“There was that bossy, big-sisterly tone Claire adopted whenever she talked to Sophie about her love
life, or lack thereof.” ‘Thereof’ refers to:
A) big-sisterly tone
B) Claire
C) girls’ chatting
D) Sophie’s love life

3.

“Should not be used for signing checks or any legal documents” is about:
A) vanishing paper
B) vanishing ink
C) vanishing pencil

4.

1. environmentally
2. danger
3. polluting
4. solar
5. protect
6. recycle
7. save
8. be

A) 1-b, 2-f, 3-e, 4-d, 5-g, 6-c, 7-a, 8-h
B) 1-h, 2-f, 3-c ,4-d, 5-e, 6-g, 7-a, 8-b
5.

6.

D) vanishing pen

a. rainforest
b. friendly
c. waste
d. power
e. the Earth
f. of extinction
g. endangered species
h. aware of

C) 1-b, 2-f, 3-e, 4-c, 5-g, 6-a, 7-d, 8-h
D) 1-h, 2-f, 3-e, 4-d, 5-g, 6-c, 7-a, 8-b

1. The person who answers the phone in a company is the
a) receptionist
b) porter.
2. If someone is on the phone, their line is
a) engaged
b) full.
3. The part of an office phone that you hold in your hand is called a
a) handle b) receiver.
4. If you put the phone down after you’ve finished the conversation, you
a) ring
b) hang up.
5. If you put the phone down because you are angry, you ring
a) off
b) up.
6. You have to
a) mark
b) punch in
a number to speak to someone.
A) 1-b, 2-b, 3-b, 4-b, 5-b, 6-a
C) 1-a, 2-a, 3-a, 4-b, 5-a, 6-b
B) 1-a, 2-a, 3-b, 4-b, 5-a, 6-b
D) 1-b, 2-a, 3-b, 4-b, 5-a, 6-b
1. What’s wrong, Diane, you look so ….. .
a) blew
b) blue
2. Oh, gosh, he ate the ….. cake.
a) whole
b) hole
3. Where did the dog ….. the bone?
a) berry
b) bury
4. Steve and Jessie walked …..foot on the sand.
a) bear
b) bare
5. Don’t touch the vase, you may ….. it.
a) break
b) brake
A) 1-b, 2-b, 3-a, 4-a, 5-a
C) 1-a, 2-a, 3-a, 4-b, 5-a
B) 1-b, 2-a, 3-b, 4-b, 5-a
D) 1-a, 2-b, 3-b, 4-a, 5-a
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7.

8.

9.

POTUS stands for:
A) President of the United States
C) Pollution in the USA
B) Police of the USA
D) Pottery and Us
“Sometimes you are the pigeon, sometimes you’re the statue”, said the manager. “You mean, ….. ?”,
answered John.
A) sometimes you are admired, sometimes you’re hated
B) sometimes you have loads of work, sometimes you do nothing
C) sometimes you’re on the move, sometimes you’re are still
D) sometimes you hunt, sometimes you’re hunted
In The Count of Monte Cristo, the name of the ship Pharaoh reads like:
A) airshow
B) sorrow
C) bargain

D) fortune

10. Having read The Count of Monte Cristo, fill in the missing information:
At night, they used the light Abbe Faria would make by separating the fat from the meat and melting
it to make (1) ...... that he put on a (2) ..... . They wrote with the pen Abbe Faria made out of (3) .....
and ink made out of mixing (4) ...... They wrote on pieces of (5) ..... which they tore off (6) ..... . Dantes
was a good student and picked everything up easily.
A) 1-butter, 2-stick, 3-his tooth, 4-water and blood, 5-glass, 6-their jugs
B) 1-oil, 2-finger, 3-knife, 4-water and hair, 5-iron, 6-the window bars
C) 1-liquid, 2-rock, 3-feather, 4-water and dust, 5-skins, 6-the meat
D) 1-oil, 2-cloth, 3-fish bone, 4-water and soot from the old fireplace in his cell, 5-cloth, 6-the
sheets on their beds
4-point questions

11. There is / are ….. sentence(s) with “will” and ….. sentence(s) with “shall”:
….. I get pizza for dinner tonight?
The bags look heavy. ….. I carry them for you?
Oh, Mick’s here. I ….. talk to him now.
So chilly yet so nice. Let’s go to the swimming pool, ….. we?
If he wins the game, he ….. be happy.
A) 1, 4
B) 2, 3
C) 3, 2
D) 4, 1
12.

1. adjective
2. noun
3. verb
4. pronoun
5. preposition
6. adverb
7. linking word
8. modal verb

a. fast
b. friendly
c. ought to
d. under
e. as
f. honestly
g. him
h. spring

A) 1-b, 2-a, 3-h, 4-g, 5-d, 6-f, 7-e, 8-c
B) 1-f, 2-h, 3-c, 4-g, 5-d, 6-b, 7-h, 8-a

C) 1-a, 2-h, 3-c, 4-e, 5-g, 6-b, 7-d, 8-d
D) 1-b, 2-a, 3-h, 4-d, 5-g, 6-f, 7-e, 8-c

13. You cannot wind up:
A) a person

B) a clock

C) a car window

D) a nose

14. The English Parliament has decided that after 2040 ….. .
A) selling petrol and diesel cars will be forbidden on the Islands
B) using coal as a source of energy will be forbidden in cities
C) using plastic bottles and other plastic packages will be forbidden on the Islands
D) producing GMO products will be forbidden
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15. The word “whether” appears ….. times and “weather” appears ….. times.
….. the ….. be fine,
Or ….. the ….. be not,
….. the ….. be cold
Or ….. the ….. be hot,
We’ll ….. the …..,
Whatever the ….. .

A) 6, 5
16.

1. Aaaah! ….. .
2. Aha! ….. .
3. Ahem! ….. .
4. Argh! ….. .

B) 5, 6

C) 4, 7

D) 3, 8
a. So you took the money!
b. Swearing is against office policy.
c. It’s eating my leg!
d. The car won’t work!

A) 1-d, 2-c, 3-b, 4-a
B) 1-a, 2-b, 3-c, 4-d
C) 1-b, 2-a, 3-d, 4-c
D) 1-c, 2-a, 3-b, 4-d
17. The name of the strongest hurricane that hit the USA in 2017 was:
A) Phillippe
B) Maria
C) Katia
D) Franklin
18. The holiday home to the Royal Family is:
A) Balmoral Castle B) Windsor Castle C) Buckingham Palace D) Edinburgh Castle
19. Match the quotations with the characters from The Count of Monte Cristo. There is an extra character
that you do not need to use:
1. Nothing is more powerful than education.
2. Surely, there must be some special woman in your life,
one that has stolen your heart.
3. You look like an honest man.
4. I challenge you to a duel to save my family's honour.
5. Yes, H.N. were my initials.

A) 1-d, 2-f, 3-a, 4-e, 5-b
B) 1-b, 2-c, 3-a, 4-d, 5-f

a. Villefort
b. Abbe Faria
c. Mercedes
d. Albert
e. Haidee
f. Madame Danglars

C) 1-f, 2-c, 3-d, 4-a, 5-e
D) 1-b, 2-f, 3-d, 4-a, 5-e

20. According to The Count of Monte Cristo, match the facts to the characters. There is one character that
you do not need to use:
1. This person sent Dantes to a dark prison fortress.
2. This person was given a diamond by the priest.
3. This person sold his wife's horses.
4. This person was in danger of being poisoned.
5. This person was vice president of the Bonapartist Club.

A) 1-a, 2-f, 3-e, 4-c, 5-b
B) 1-b, 2-d, 3-a, 4-c, 5-e

a. Danglars
b. Villefort
c. Valentine
d. Caderousse
e. Noirtier
f. Maximillian

C) 1-e, 2-f, 3-b, 4-d, 5-f
D) 1-f, 2-c, 3-e, 4-a, 5-d
5-point questions

21. The correct one is:
A) I have many a teacher friend.
C) I have many teachers friend.
B) I have many a teacher friends.
D) I have many teachers friends.
22. Fiona: Remember? ….. .
Curtis: We may well have.
A) We're going to take little Matt to the zoo. C) We took little Matt to the zoo.
B) We may take little Matt to the zoo.
D) We can take little Matt to the zoo.
23. The IUCN Red List is:
A) a comprehensive list of extinct biological species
B) the world’s list of species covered by the ban of hunting
C) an inventory of the global conservation status of biological species
D) the list of species that exist only in the zoos
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24. Sentences ….. have ‘see’ in the right form in them; ….. sentences have ‘watch’ in them;
sentences have ‘look’ in them.

…..

1. He's very shy and doesn't ….. you in the eye.
2. Did you ….. the advert in the newspaper?
3. I can't ….. much in this light.
4. The police are ….. the house in case the criminals come back.
5. I spent the evening ….. TV.
6. ….. out! There's some water on the floor.
7. Did you ….. the football last night?
8. I ….. in the shop window, but I didn't see anything I liked.
9. I can't …..any milk in the fridge.
10. I've never liked it- I don't know what you ….. in it.

A) 4, 3, 2

B) 4, 4, 2

C) 3, 5, 2

D) 5, 2, 3

25. “Sorry, Mick. I can’t hear you. You’re breaking up. And I need to start looking for the turn-off.” This
comes from:
A) a telephone conversation about to end
C) a car accident
B) the mental state of Mick
D) a relationship being broken
26. Tina: You know, Gemma, everything seems very simple and uncomplicated when I'm with Dan.
Gemma: Ah. A bit thick, eh?
Gemma thinks that Dan is:
A) well-built
B) fat
C) inconsiderate
D) unintelligent
27. The most distinguished Stradfordian is:
A) W. Churchill
B) J.K. Rowling

C) W. Shakespeare

D) Prince William

28. There are ….. true facts about the Statue of Liberty:
1. There are 7 spikes in the crown to symbolize the 7 seas and 7 continents.
2. It’s a symbol of freedom.
3. It stands in the capitol of the USA.
4. It’s a gift from the people of France.
5. The Lady of Liberty holds a candle.
A) 2
B) 3
C) 4
D) 5
29. There are ..... false facts in the summary of the plot of The Count of Monte Cristo:
Edmond Dantes returns home from a voyage to marry Mercedes. He has jealous enemies: Danglars and
Mercede's cousin, Fernand. The two set Dantes up and he is accused of being a supporter of the King. Villefort,
the prosecutor, does not know that Dantes is innocent and puts him in prison. The prisoner in the next cell, Abbe
Faria, is trying to dig his way through to him. Dantes too start digging and they meet and plan their escape but
Abbe Faria dies. Dantes escapes through the secret tunnel. He finds the treasure Abbe Faria told him about. He
returns home and learns that Danglars, Fernand and Gerard Villefort are responsible for his imprisonment. By
using his wealth Dantes destroys Fernand and Danglars but spares Villefort.

A) 3
B) 4
C) 5
D) 6
30. Having read The Count of Monte Cristo, match the daughters or sons with their parent(s):
1. Albert is the son of .....
2. Maximillian is the son of .....
3. Benedetto is the son of .....
4. Edward is the son of .....
5. Valentine is the daughter of .....

A) 1-a, 2-a, 3-a, 4-a, 5-a
B) 1-a, 2-b, 3-b, 4-a, 5-b

a. Mercedes and Count de Morcef
a. Monsieur Morrel
a. Villefort and Madame Danglars
a. Madame Villefort and Villefort
a. Renee Saint-Meran and Villefort

C) 1-a, 2-b, 3-a, 4-a, 5-b
D) 1-b, 2-a, 3-a, 4-b, 5-b
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b. Mercedes and Baron Danglars
b. Hermine Nargonne
b. Bertuccio and his wife
b. Renee Saint-Meran and Villefort
b. Madame Villefort and Villefort

